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About This Game
The art of the sword is death by one stroke. The art of stealth is proximity with the unaware. In Blind Blades, players must
master both. No special button combinations. No life bars. Just player against player. Skill against skill. Winner take all.
Hunt your friends by hiding in plain sight. Choose to be either a white warrior or a black warrior. Since the levels are black and
white, your warrior will disappear into their matching background color. You have an additional color indicator to help
differentiate you (blue, red, green, or yellow), but these different colors will still disappear into your background color. Once
per round, you can use a flashbang to temporarily turn the entire screen your warrior color, hiding you and potentially revealing
your opponent. Hint, timing and strategy are critical in using the flashbang. When you kill your friend, the red streak reveals you
and your vanquished opponent. Be the last player alive to win a round. The first player or team to win three rounds wins the
match!
Supports two to four local players
Death match or team battles
Five interactive environments
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Fast moving plot that often feels like i'm getting whiplash. The main cast are pretty annoying and or bastards, and the ones that
you do like will do something down the line to make you not like them anymore. There was one point in the game I just
felt♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off at everyone because their reactions were so childish and stupid, and I was even more annoyed at MC for
letting weeks go by without doing much about it. It didn't feel like a justifiable character development by making a character
unlikable to understand them more. It felt like the story wanted to have some conflict before the end but didn't know what to do
about it. Artificial feeling conflict. Romance is very minimal. It could have had potential, but I think just the sheer fast pace
movement of everything comes together and makes a pretty mediocre visual novel. I really think this game would have done
better with the story being dragged out a bit more, but I do understand this is a Hanabira game, so that probably wouldn't
happen. I guess the original writing material this games based(?) on needed some more work.. Pretty good game, has good
martial arts like the Jet Li game on the ps2 which is what i was looking for. I find it to be hard though even on the easiest mode..
Very enjoyable time killer with a enjoyable story.. I'm not sure if this game was even finished when they released it... I've got
1.4 hrs on this game and some of the rarest achievements, just using some really easy and obvious exploits... This game isn't
good, just get EU4 and use the Imperium Universalis mod if you want to play in this time period.. If you're reading this, you've
most likely been playing through the LEGO Marvel Super Heroes game, and have pretty much enjoyed it. I certainly did!
What you get here is essentially a skin pack at first. The highlight of this are, of course, Dark Phoenix, who in-game is Iron Man
and Jean Grey combined. Those of you who know the comics will be happy to know she's one of the most powerful in game
characters. The runners-up are the fan favourite Winter Soldier, Falcon, and the awesome purple-comics Hawkeye, who goes
really well with the Cloud Rider vehicle.
The bigfigs are Thanos, the Mad Titan, with the added feature of shooting stuff, and A-bomb.
The rest are fairly simple - Beta-Ray Bill as Thor, and the Venom\/Spider-Man suit.
Another feature is the in-game races, which you can only use with the Spider-Mobile and Hawkeye's Skycycle. They really are a
gripe when you have to go all the way back through the game to get the vehicles, as only they can work.
In all, lots of fun. A bit more for the fans, as some particularly comic-centric characters are included, but worth it, preferably on
sale.. Infliction was a pleasant surprise. I was looking for a horror game that did not rely on cheap jump scares and that was set
in a modern house. The house is detailed, beautiful aesthetics. The story kept me hooked and moved along at the right pace.
There were no filler elements.
Another item to note is the developer’s attitude. I have worked with people who produce a product and most just care about the
money. They simply ship something to get something. Not this guy. You can tell the developer really cares for this product.
Their actions back this claim up with frequent updates that fix bugs, brings quality of life improvements, and actually adds
content.
If I could kiss this person, I would.
. I bought Off Road Drive awhile back, and I can honestly say it's the closest to reality out of all other off roading games I've
played. It's awesome, almost as fun as off roading for real. But, it's not without it's flaws. The first one I noticed is that despite
it's description there is no snow courses in the entire game. Another is that for game modes you have a choice of career or..
career. While you can go back and replay courses, you can't choose the exact track you want to play on, rather you have to play
an entire series of tracks. Oh and I should note that if you lose in the series while replaying it will override your previously
clearing it and possibly make trucks you've unlocked unavailible. But the biggest flaw is that the game does not have a free
roaming mode, and is abosultely humorless if you try and do anything other than drive on the course in the exact way it wants
you to.
I wouldn't have bothered with writing a review if I hadn't noticed that 1c just released a French translation a short while ago,
which must mean the developers still care about the game on some level, and perhaps they'll listen to me. Please add a mode
where the game doesnt force you back on to the track. Possibly add inverted courses to change it up a bit. And maybe add some
snow tracks if the first two things end up being easy fixes. Don't let this game's potential go to waste! :)
TL;DR Game is good if you get into real off roading, but don't expect to have as much freedom as you'd have in an older game
like MotorM4x.. ugly UI
-poor animations, gfx & audio
-poor tutorial, they should split it into multiparts for player to understand the mechanics
-pretty boring battle
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Only peasants are giving "thumbs down" to this game.
Seriously how could they not see the beauty of this masterpiece.
It's a GEM created from sweat and blood of innocent child.. This is a great break from all the dark games I've been into lately, a
lot of fun for very little money. Facepalm worthy humor, (a good thing, to me) many 'splosions and assorted pyrotechnics.
Serious fun, seriously. (I'm so, so sorry, I couldn't help myself). Very boring, loading takes forever, no dialog apart from mission
instructions. I f you get cornered you cant fight back.. good game for make boring throw away. this game is so boring its not
even a game so much of a lame game plz never play its for nothing
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